The 1982 ACM Annual Conference program committee solicits contributions in the form of tutorials, proposals for panel discussions, and short technical papers or surveys to be presented at the conference. We especially welcome the submission of work that addresses areas of practical importance.

Suggested topics include:

- Operating Systems
- Programming Languages
- Data Base Systems
- Artificial Intelligence
- Business Data Processing
- Software Engineering
- Project Management
- Personal Computing
- Office Automation
- Distributed Systems
- Computer Networks
- Privacy and Security
- Computer Architecture
- Computer Graphics
- Computers and the Handicapped
- Computer Law
- CAD CAM
- Computers and Society
- Simulation
- Computer Applications:
  - Medicine, Education,
  - Energy, Military,
  - Aerospace, and the
  - Entertainment Industry

Authors of papers or surveys should submit four copies of their work, typed and double-spaced, not exceeding twelve pages in length. Proposals for special sessions or tutorials should contain sufficient detail to explain the presentation. The deadline for submission is February 27, 1982. Authors will be notified of acceptance or rejection by April 30, 1982. All submissions should be mailed to:

ACM '82 — Call for Papers  
Spring Valley Station  
P.O. Box 402501  
Dallas, Texas 75240-2501

The Conference Proceedings will consist of accepted papers and surveys. Selected authors will be sent special paper and instructions for preparing the camera-ready copy (due July 19, 1982). A copyright release form will be included with the instructions and must be signed by all authors. Proceedings will be available at the conference and subsequently from ACM.
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